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a b s t r a c t

Solvang and Planque [ICES Journal of Marine Science, 77, pp.2529–2540, (2020)] provided a trend esti-
mation and classification (TREC) approach to estimating dominant common trends among multivariate
time series observations. This approach was developed to improve communication among stakeholders
like marine managers, industry representatives, non-governmental organizations, and governmental
agencies as they investigate the common tendencies between a biological community in a marine
ecosystem and the local environmental factors. The tasks of trend estimation and classification in
the original computational procedure have been revised, and new features include an automatic icon
assignment algorithm using a multinomial logistic discriminator. In this paper, we present R package
trec. Implementation of this package involves three partitions corresponding to TREC1) estimating
trends from observed time series data; TREC2) classifying two/three rough patterns; and TREC3)
generating a table summarizing categories of common configurations (trends) and the automatic icon
assignments to them. The proposed trec focuses on investigating mean non-stationary long-term
trends of data, and it works for any length of time steps. It is not necessary to apply a stationary
Gaussian assumption to the estimated trends to investigate the common trends, which are interpreted
as common variations of biological and environmental data.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Code metadata

Current code version 0.1.0
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/ohishim/trec/
Permanent link to reproducible capsule https://github.com/ohishim/trec/
Legal code license MIT License
Code versioning system used
Software code languages, tools and services used R(>=2.10)
Compilation requirements, operating environments and dependencies
If available, link to developer documentation/manual https://github.com/ohishim/trec/

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.06619
Support email for questions mineaki.ohishi.a4@tohoku.ac.jp

1. Motivation and significance

Integrated ecosystem assessment (IEA) is one approach to or-
anizing scientific information at multiple scales and across sec-
ors to support ecosystem-based fisheries management (EBFM)
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E-mail addresses: hirokos@hi.no (Hiroko Kato Solvang),

ineaki.ohishi.a4@tohoku.ac.jp (Mineaki Ohishi).

[1]. IEA results can reflect various aspects of an ecosystem
beyond dynamics, status, and future risks. In particular, identi-
fying common trends can be useful as a diagnostic tool to reveal
past changes and to explore the relationships among biological
communities, as well as between these communities and envi-
ronmental conditions. For such investigation, trend estimation
and classification (TREC) was proposed in [2]. The entire calcu-
lation procedure was originally implemented using MATLAB [3].
The method has been applied for annual trend analyses in ICES
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Fig. 1. The entire numerical procedure and the icons we predefined for communication with stakeholders.

orking groups, and several ICES experts have asked us to pack-
ge TREC in R language. In this article we present trec imple-
ented in R software motivated by their request.
TREC involves tasks for trend estimation of the observed time

eries data and for classification of the estimated trends into
ommon trend groups. In the trend estimation task, the original
REC used two different kinds of parametric trend models: a
olynomial regression model and a stochastic difference equation
odel. The trend estimated by the polynomial regression model
resents a simpler trend configuration than that estimated by the
tochastic trend model using a difference equation model. [2] re-
orted that the simpler patterns could be more robustly classified
o common trend pattern groups than when using variable trend
atterns by the stochastic difference equation model. Therefore,
rec in R adopts the usage of the simple polynomial regression
odel, which aims to achieve common trend classification.
In the trend classification task, two-category discrimination

s first applied to roughly divide trends into three groups rep-
esenting configurations for upward, flat, and downward. The
omparison made to find the dis-similarity between trends is
onducted for time steps of the same length, not targeting trends
f different lengths as considered in Dynamic time warping [4]. In
he original procedure, a two-categorical discriminant function is
alculated, and hierarchical clustering is applied by the discrimi-
ant function according to [5]. The trec in R includes a procedure
o check the outputs by the discriminant function with/without
ierarchical clustering.
If it is necessary to classify trends into groups for more con-

rete common patterns, multiple-category discrimination is sec-
ndarily applied to the target trends, which the users can define

in the estimated trends. These common patterns may be inter-
preted as latent processes, which correspond to latent factors
identified by smoothed dynamic factor analysis [6]. Our assump-
tion of the common trend pattern is basically very simple, such as
upward, flat, or downward, and is more general, not only a Gaus-
sian stationary process but also a mean-nonstationary process.
Our approach does not consider the functional relationship be-
tween predictor and response variables or a combination of basis
trend patterns with an estimated trend for a single observation,
which were provided in [7]. Finally, each target trend is assigned
as a predefined reference, called an icon, which is set as an
easily accessible form that can be used to serve the needs among
stakeholders. In the original MATLAB code provided by [2], the
assignment to the multiple-category groups was done manually
by the user. The trec in R has been developed to automatically
assign icons with a multinomial logistic regression model, which
is an extended model for handling a response variable having
more than two categories. For a random variable taking one
of multiple categories, a multinomial logistic regression is used
to estimate probabilities occurring in each category based on
a multinomial distribution and outputs the category with the
highest probability. Such a multinomial logistic regression model
can be applied to multiple-discriminant analysis (e.g. [8–10]). In
the trec, a multinomial logistic discriminator assigns icons from
the estimated trends by estimating the probabilities that assign
each icon.

The trec in R is interactively implemented by the user in three
procedures: TREC1, TREC2, and TREC3. In this article, we first
introduce the methodological background in the next section and
then give practical instructions for the trec package in Section 3.
2
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Table 1
Functions that users can implement in trec.
Function Objective Implementation by users

TREC1 Trend
estimation

Plot of original data
Plot of each estimated trend
Plot of all estimated trends

TREC2 Common trend
classification

Set two target trends
(default automatically sets two artificial target trends)
Plot of two/three grouped trends based on output by clustering
Plot of dendrogram obtained by clustering
Plot of two/three grouped trends based on discriminant function

TREC3 Common trend
classification

Define multi-group classification
Show summary table for common trends and icon assignment

Fig. 2. The estimated trend with 95% prediction bands.

2. Software description

2.1. Software architecture

TREC involves two statistical procedures, trend estimation by
olynomial trend model and discriminant analysis for classifying
ommon trend classes. The methodological details are summa-
ized in Supplementary file. The entire numerical procedure and
he icons we predefined for communication with stakeholders are
ummarized in Fig. 1. The trec package is implemented in R. It is
available in a GitHub repository and can be installed using the
following command:

install.packages("devtools")
devtools::install_github("ohishim/trec")

2.2. Software functionalities

Time series datasets containing m variables and N time steps
hould be prepared. As mentioned above, trec involves three
stimation procedures, which are also conducted interactively for
sers. The relevant functions and objectives are summarized in
able 1.

. Illustrative examples

TREC1 We apply an example dataset called exData in the
ackage, including m = 9 variables with N = 20 time steps.

Here, exData takes the form of a "data.frame" object with 20 rows

Table 2
Output of TREC1.
Output Content

fig. RawData Figure of each variable

fig. StdData Figure of each standardized variable
fig.ctrend Figure of each standardized variable with estimated trend

fig.trend Figure of all estimated trends

argTREC List required in later steps
TR: trend estimates
ggD3: a form to draw figures
Y: standardized data
dim: indicator for dimension of polynomial equation
coef: coefficients of polynomial equation

remove Removed variables

Vnames Original and represented variable names

and 10 columns. The first column indicates ’year’ corresponding
to time points, and it is used for the axis label when describing
plots for the original data or trend estimation. An argument of
TREC1 includes a data.frame object with N rows and m columns,
like exData. TREC1 estimates trends for each variable, where each
variable is standardized and estimated. TREC1 can be executed as
follows:

res1 <- TREC1(exData)
In TREC1, the variable names of exData are automatically rep-

resented by V1, · · · , V9. The relationship between the original and
the represented names is automatically output on an R console. If
variables are removed for estimation, e.g. there are many missing
values at certain time points, they are also displayed under the
output:

The following variable(s) is/are removed:
The missing values between time points (e.g., years) are han-

dled using the following rules:
1. The following variables (corresponding to columns of input

data) are removed from the TREC process:

• All time points are missing.
• Either or both of the start and end points are missing.
• The number of missing values is greater than remove.num,

where remove.num is a value given by the user.

2. Missing values for the remaining variables are filled by a linear
interpolation via the R function approx of the R package stats [11]
for each variable.

The output of TREC1 takes the form of a list object and is
summarized in Table 2.

TREC1 can output the plots for original data, standardized
data, estimated trend (one figure by gathering all trends), and
estimated trend with 95% prediction bands (Fig. 2) as follows:

res1$fig. RawData
res1$fig. StdData

res1$fig.trend

3
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Fig. 3. Trend groups obtained using two- or three-group detection by clustering based on two-category discrimination.

nd
res1$fig.ctrend .
If m0 > 16, fig.ctrend takes the form of a list object, where

0 (≤ m) is the number of variables subjected to estimation.
ence, the above code is replaced by
plot(res1$fig.ctrend[1]); plot(res1$fig.ctrend

2]); ...

argTREC takes the form of a list object, which includes TR,
ggD3, Y, dim, and coef. TR takes the form of a matrix object
with N rows and m0 columns, which includes prediction by
the trend model for each variable. ggD3 takes the form of a
data.frame object with m0N rows and 4 columns, which is used
to draw figures in later steps. Y takes the form of a matrix
object with N rows and m columns, which has standardized
0

4
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Fig. 4. Dendrograms obtained by clustering with centroid link and distance obtained by the discriminant function.

ata for each variable. dim and coef take the form of matrix
bjects with m0 rows and 2 and 4 columns, which are defined

y dim :

⎛⎜⎝ d1,1d1,2
...

...

dm0,1dm0,2

⎞⎟⎠ , coef :

⎛⎜⎝ γ̂1,0 · · · γ̂1,3
...

γ̂m0,0 . . . γ̂m0,3

⎞⎟⎠.

TREC2 performs rough classification of the estimated trends
nto two (upward and downward) or three (upward, flat, and
ownward) groups based on the two target trends. In the default
etting, these two trends are fixed as linear trends. Using the
utput for argTREC, TREC2 can be executed as follows:
argTREC <- res1$argTREC
res2 <- TREC2(argTREC)
If users want to select target trends from the estimated trends,

hey can input two variables in pvar as
res2 <- TREC2(argTREC, pvar=c("V2", "V7"))
Moreover, two-category discrimination can be expanded to

hree-category discrimination by the following option:
res2 <- TREC2(argTREC, groups=3)
In [2], hierarchical clustering was applied using the two-

ategory discriminant function as a distance measurement. Two
r three groups were detected by the dendrogram with a centroid
ink of clusters. This flow was obtained according to the method
n [5], and TREC2 calculated a two-category discriminant function
nd made a dendrogram based on the following function:
res2c_2 g <- TREC2(res1$argTREC) # two groups de-

ection by clustering
# based on two-category discriminant function
res2c_2g$dend() # show the dendrogram
res2c_3 g <- TREC2(res1$argTREC, group = 3)# three

roups detection by
# clustering based on two-category discriminant

unction
res2c_3g$dend() # show the dendrogram
The trend groups detected by clustering based on two-category

iscrimination are presented in Fig. 3. The dendrograms corre-
ponding to these groups are shown in Fig. 4. The panel on the
ight-hand side of Fig. 4 shows that one more group is divided
nto upward and flat trends in the estimated linear trends (V2,
, 5 and 7). The difference between two and three categories is
hether the estimated trend for V2 belongs to upward or flat. As
een in Fig. 5, if it is meaningful for a user to detect the trend of V2
s flat compared with the other linear trends, it should belong to

the flat group. Alternatively, we can also detect roughly common
trend groups without clustering as follows:

res2d <- TREC2(res1$argTREC, clustering=FALSE)
The output for trend groups is shown in Fig. 5. This procedure

indicates that variable 2 belonged to the downward group. Even
if we perform the command

res2d_3 g <- TREC2(res1$argTREC, clustering=FALSE,
group=3),

TREC2 returns the following message to us:
The following group(s) is/are not applicable:
[1] "Flat",
which means that three-category discrimination is not appli-

cable in this case. As seen in Fig. 8, the trend of V2 belonging to
the downward group may be useful when the intended classifi-
cation is limited to either upward or downward discrimination.
On the other hand, the trend of V2 could also lead to belonging
to the flat group as shown above. The trec in R includes two
options, detecting groups by clustering based on two-category
discrimination and by discrimination alone. The final decision for
the outputs obtained by those options would depend on the aim
of the user. Comparing detected common trend groups with the
estimated trend pattern summarized in Fig. 2 is an important
step in interpreting the best grouping of common trends for the
user.

TREC3 performs multi-category discrimination to classify more
common trend groups based on target trends selected by the user,
and it assigns icons to common trend groups. If we set the target
trends for V1, 6, and 9 to downward, V8 to upward, and V2 to
flat, the following setting is required:

Using this, TREC3 can be executed as follows:
res3_2c3 g <- TREC3(tvard, res2c_3g$trn, res1$arg

TREC)
TREC3 outputs a table of assigned icons and variable names

for each group (Fig. 6). The output by TREC3 can show trend
groups for downward, upward, and flat separately as summarized
in Table 3.
5
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Fig. 5. Trend groups obtained by two-category discriminant analysis without clustering.

Fig. 6. Outputs by TREC3.

Table 3
Contents of the output obtained by TREC3.
Output Content

fig.down Trend groups based on selected target trends in downward
fig.up Trend groups based on selected target trends in upward
fig.flat Trend groups based on selected target trends in flat
fig.icon Figure of assigned icons

The icons are automatically assigned based on the information
y learning many trend patterns. For the predefined icons in
ig. 1, the trec in R was set with the rules that icons 2, 7, and 8
e assigned to the downward group, icons 3, 4, and 5 be assigned
o the upward group, and icons 1, 6, and 9 be assigned to the flat
roup. For example, the target trend of V6 was interpreted by the
rec in R as any icon being available for assignment. However, if
e review the trends of V3, 4, and 6 in Fig. 2, the patterns may
e recognized as icon 8. Therefore, the output for icon assignment
hould be confirmed by comparison with the estimated trend

4. Impact

The original idea in trec has been applied for annual trend
analyses in ICES working groups in the Barents Sea, the Nor-
wegian Sea, and the North Sea, including abiotic, biotic, and
human impact data. The ICES (International Council for the Explo-
ration) Scientific Report [12] that validated several trend analyses
through benchmarking practice recommended to apply the ap-
proach as a practical method, which assumption of Gaussian or
identical distribution is not necessary for the data. The trec fo-
cuses on the analysis for long-term trends of data, and it works for
any length of time steps in high-dimensional variables. Based on
classified trend groups by trec, communication among stakehold-
ers can be enhanced by showing the common tendency between
a biological community in a marine ecosystem and the environ-
mental factors as well as the icons allocated. The performance
could be also expected in any scientific field where needs long-
term trend estimation and common trend classification for their
ccording to the aim of the user. multivariate time series data set. This package could become a

6
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seful tool for IEA and studies conducted to investigate precise
cosystem functions using this package are expected as further
xtensions of it.

. Conclusions

We presented the R package trec for analyzing common trends
n a marine ecosystem by using statistical trend estimation and
lassification. The original idea of TREC has been applied annually
o the ICES integrated assessment working groups since 2019.
eveloping the R package trec is expected to not only contribute

to integrated ecosystem assessment [13,14] but also to help re-
search professionals to more widely and practically conduct trend
analysis for any scientific and social field.
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